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KRYSTAL day collection features 
the interplay of gloss and matte.
MedBlue birch gloss panels combine 
and contrast with matte metal look 
wood frames. Onyx stiletto handles 
and diamond cut feet add a sleek 
urban vibe to the collection. 
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CHAIR ARAMIS 3 DOOR BUFFET WITH MIRROR 4 DOOR MIDI SIDEBOARD TV CABINET WITH WALL PANELTABLE KRYSTAL/CERAMIC TOP THUNDER NIGHT TABLE KRYSTAL/ WOODEN TOP MedBlue
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Introducing dining table KRYSTAL. 
Available with a variety of ceramic tops or our MedBlue wood top.

KRYSTAL dining in a contemporary ambiance.
KRYSTAL table shown here with ceramic Thunder Night fi xed top. 
ARAMIS chair upholstered in Simphony 05 fabric. 
The 4 door midi sideboard adds a touch of elegance and functionality 
to the whole ambiance.
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Table base KRYSTAL with wooden 
top MedBlue fi xed top. 
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Thunder Night fi xed top. 
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Onyx fi nish diamond cut feet are a perfect match 
to the stiletto handles and soft closing hinges.

Extra support and perfect leveling 
is provided by a central telescopic foot. 
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TABLE KRYSTAL/CERAMIC TOP CALACATTA GOLDCHAIR ARAMIS TABLE KRYSTAL/WOODEN TOP MedBlue 3 DOOR BUFFET WITH MIRROR2 DOOR VITRINE
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Introducing dining table KRYSTAL with bevelled wood top.

Elegant ambiance for the dining table KRYSTAL with bevelled wood top. 
The vitrine and sideboard enrich the setting.

The new ARAMIS chair is available in a variety of fabrics and fi nishes 
chosen to match all of the Camelgroup collections.
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KRYSTAL wood table top can extend up to 3.5 m. to comfortably seat 
10 people.
The hidden telescopic frame and the entire base are made in powder-
coated extruded aluminium.
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Calacatta Gold  fi xed top.
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The wood doors are comprised of 
two panels: external in MedBlue
fi nish, internal in matte, open pore 
fi nish with metallic eff ect.
All internal wood shelves are in 
a matte version of the MedBlue
fi nish (i.e. not glossy). 

A detail of the KRYSTAL table and the 
double 58 mm bevelled wood top.
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Metal base comprised of two triangular, 
intertwined legs forming a V shape.
The eliptical 10 mm metal base plate 
guarantees stability.



4 DOOR MIDI SIDEBOARDTV CABINET WITH WALL PANEL 1 DOOR VITRINE

LAMP TABLE 
KRYSTAL/CERAMIC TOP 
THUNDER NIGHTCOFFEE TABLE MAXI KRYSTAL/WOODEN TOP MedBlue
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MOOD LOUNGE
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Introducing KRYSTAL living.

KRYSTAL collection perfectly complements both 
contemporary (pag. 34) and refi ned, classic decors (pag. 42).
KRYSTAL living is displayed with MOOD lounge and 
KRYSTAL coff ee tables.
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Coff ee and lamp tables are available 
in either the wood or ceramic top.
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Back-lit glass shelf with LED dimmers.
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All glass cabinets have dimmerable LED 
lighting built-in with soft-touch ON/OFF 
switch.
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The open shelf has the same fi nish 
as the door frame (open pore 
matte metallic eff ect).
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Tundra fi xed top.



CHAIR ROMA STRIPE 3 DOOR BUFFET WITH MIRROR 4 DOOOR MIDI SIDEBOARD 1 DOOR VITRINETABLE TENT/CERAMIC TOP ORIGINES ARGENT
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TABLE TENT/WOODEN  TOP MedBlue
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Introducing table TENT. 

Available with a variety of ceramic or MedBlue wooden tops.
Roma chair, consistenly one of our bestselling models, shown 
here upholstered in Scarlet 04 fabric.
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The 45° junctions between 
sides and tops are made less 
pronounced by an aesthetic 
step between tops and sides. 
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Origines Argent fi xed top.
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CHAIR FLUTE STRIPE TABLE NET/CERAMIC TOP HERITAGE CLOUD 3 DOOR BUFFET WITH MIRROR 2 DOOR VITRINE
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TABLE NET/WOODEN  TOP MedBlue
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Introducing table NET. 

Available with a variety of ceramic or MedBlue wooden tops.
Dining table NET with ceramic Heritage Cloud top. 
New dining chair FLUTE with striped sewn padding, upholstered 
in Scarlet 04 fabric.
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Dining table NET with wood 
bevelled top in MedBlue fi nish.

Dining table NET showing the detail of the 6 mm ceramic top 
coupled with a 12 mm bevelled glass sheet.
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Ceramic Heritage Cloud top.  
FLUTE chair upholstered in soft 
Scarlet 04 fabric.



The mechanism, sliding on steel 
bearings, ensures a simple and 
straightforward process of opening 
and closing the table. 

The metal sliding mechanism is 
powder coated in the same fi nish 
as the base.

Two extensions can be stored 
inside, protected with a felt pad.
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NET extended table (up to 4 meters) 
to comfortably seat up to 14 people.
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Onyx glossy, soft closing hinges discreetely 
complement the furniture providing impeccable, 
clock-like, precision motion.
The soft-closing feature can be deactivated at the 
client’s discretion to obtain the desired closing pace.
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Our occasional table bases KRYSTAL and TENT 
can be combined with any of our table tops.

The 3 bases KRYSTAL, NET, TENT can be combined with  any of our table tops. We offer 5 ceramic tops and 1 wood top.
All finishes have been specially selected to match the  KRYSTAL collection.
All of our tables can be combined with any of our chairs,  which in turn can be upholstered in the fabric of your choiche.

CERAMIC TOPS CERAMIC TOPSWOODEN TOPS WOODEN TOPS

KRYSTAL BASE

NET BASE

TENT BASE

THUNDER NIGHT * THUNDER NIGHT * KRYSTAL MAXI BASE

CALACATTA GOLD * CALACATTA GOLD * TENT COFFEE BASE

TUNDRA * TUNDRA * KRYSTAL LAMP BASE 

HERITAGE CLOUD * HERITAGE CLOUD * KRYSTAL COFFEE BASE

ORIGINES ARGENT * ORIGINES ARGENT *

MedBlue MedBlue

*  Ceramic pattern, colour and shades 
will vary randomly from table to 
table. A specific marble pattern 
cannot be guaranteed. Photo-
graphic representation is only 
an indication of possible marble 
pattern.

*  Ceramic pattern, colour and shades 
will vary randomly from table to 
table. A specific marble pattern 
cannot be guaranteed. Photo-
graphic representation is only 
an indication of possible marble 
pattern.

KRYSTAL BASE

NET BASE

TENT BASE

KRYSTAL MAXI BASE

TENT COFFEE BASE

KRYSTAL LAMP BASE 

KRYSTAL COFFEE BASE

TENT  LAMP
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